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P R E S I D E N T

Matt Hall

Annual Report of the 2002-2003 SUPRA

This year’s term was
initially led by
Roberto Martinez,

who left to focus on stud-
ies mid-way through his term, after much
hard work. Much has been achieved over the
last 12 months at SUPRA in our quest to
improve conditions and services for our mem-
bers, thanks to the efforts of both the Council
and staff.  

I had a number of aims while President: to
improve SUPRA’s profile among constituents
and the broader community; to ensure that
SUPRA services were accessible and visible; to
increase the scope of our interaction with
members at ‘satellite’ campuses, and to ensure
that the new ‘split’ Presidency leadership
model is effective. I feel that we have gone a
long way towards achieving these goals,
though there are many more challenges
ahead; the next SUPRA Council (2003-4) will
face impending changes to higher education
from the ‘Nelson Review’ along with the nor-
mal tasks of SUPRA.

Improving SUPRA’s Profile
It is important that our members and the
University community are made aware of
SUPRA. This has the twin benefits of ensuring
our members are aware of the services avail-
able from SUPRA, and ensuring we are influ-
ential in policy development in the University
and further afield. As one of Australia’s
largest PGSA’s, it is paramount that SUPRA
stays in the habit of being vocal in debate on
Higher Education issues. The introduction of
a Dean of Graduate Studies at the University
has also provided us with a timely conduit for
exerting out influence.

SUPRA has gained considerable media expo-
sure through media releases responding to

Federal education issues, along with an opin-
ion article published in Australasian Science
on the ‘brain drain’ and Federal funding.
Follow-up newspaper articles and radio inter-
views, attending ‘Science meets Parliament’ in
Canberra, and delivering policy discussions of
relevance to the University have now placed
SUPRA in the enviable position of being a
‘port of call’ for both media outlets and the
University when issues relating to PG study
are raised.

Our profile on satellite campuses of The
University of Sydney is also the key to ensur-
ing we are delivering effective services to our
members; eight of 18 Faculties in the
Universities are present on satellite campuses.
That SUPRA mails out our eXpress magazine
to members is something we can be proud of,
and this has been improved through attend-
ing induction days, organising campus visits
and encouraging group funding applications.

Representation
Representation is one of the most important
services that SUPRA provides. As well as
making representations on behalf of individ-
ual students facing difficulties, SUPRA makes
submissions to all University reviews and
many Federal ones. SUPRA contributed to
overhauling special consideration mecha-
nisms and PRSS, and ensured that changes
beneficial to postgrads were incorporated into
the policy. Our push for a minimum resources
policy for research students is ongoing, but
gaining momentum rapidly.

At a national level, submissions to Minister
Nelson’s Crossroads discussion papers were
made, and importantly, to the ACCC inquiry
into third-line forcing at JCU (or compulsory
student unionism), which has thankfully been
overturned. Our case, lodged with the Anti-
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Discrimination Board trying to gain conces-
sion cards for international students on the
grounds of equity, is also proceeding well.

As always, all Academic Board and sub-com-
mittee meetings are attended to ensure
SUPRA keeps abreast of all developments
internally. In fact, SUPRA regularly finds itself
in the position of advising the University on
new Federal policy which impacts on it!

Structure and Services
It has been a period of change internally at
SUPRA too: the pressures of postgraduate
study have made it more difficult to find a
full-time President for SUPRA, so for the
2002-3 term a ‘split’ Presidency was trialled,
which was reviewed and approved by
Council after six months. 

Council also approved an additional Student
Adviser position due to the increasing
demands for student advice and support from
our members. This is a reflection of the great
work our staff do, and the amazing increase
in PG student numbers at the University. This
is also the first year that Council has had a
Queer Officer as a permanent portfolio officer
on Council, and a Social Awareness and
Action Committee (SAAC) which has greatly
enhanced the diversity of our activities.

SUPRA Council
As always, Council have been active. All
Council meetings and standing committees
have been well attended, in fact there was not
one instance where Council was inquorate.
This is a tribute to the dedication of every
councillor giving up their precious study and
research hours, sometimes against his or her
better judgement. This is in part due to the
stipending practices in place for executive
and portfolio officers, which for minimal cost
has ensured that councillors feel that their
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efforts are rewarded in some small way.

The budget was again in surplus, in fact twice
that of the previous year. A major contribut-
ing factor to this is the massive increase in PG
coursework degrees at the University with
such growth we have great difficulty predict-
ing the (ever increasing) student numbers, as
does the University.

Concluding remarks
SUPRA, by necessity, is a multifactorial beast;
the staff and councillors ensure that it rum-
bles on in a coordinated fashion.

To the Executive and Council I say thankyou
for all your support  especially when I was at
my most impatient and was furious with the
system. Without your direction, we would
have achieved very little, and without your
friendship, leading SUPRA would have been
a very isolating task. The coffee discussions
gave me clarity and perspective when I most
needed it, and the beer discussions removed
clarity and perspective the rest of the time.
This was my third term as a SUPRA council-
lor, and the most enjoyable. I encourage 
anyone vaguely contemplating becoming
involved in SUPRA to do so: it is 
tremendously rewarding.

I would also like to thank the wonderful staff
at SUPRA, who pick up the hot potatoes I
drop every day. Their unselfishness in staying
back late, explaining policy for the fourth
time that I promised I’d read, telling me what
DIMIA stands for, putting me in my place,
finding the pen I’ve lost again, and explaining
that liabilities aren’t really as good as assets,
are the only reasons I made it through. 



V I C E  P R E S I D E N T

Lilla Smee

Annual Report of the 2002-2003 SUPRA

The Split Position
In 2002 (for the 2002/2003
Council term) the
President’s position was

split into two to allow a job-share situation.
This allowed two people to take on the presi-
dent’s duties part-time, without having to
compromise their candidature. This was
determined to be the best option at the time,
as there was no one able to take on the
President’s job in a full-time capacity. I have
always been very optimistic about the benefits
that a split-position would offer the role of
President, and I hope I have been able to
reflect some of my enthusiasm to both staff
and Council at SUPRA. On the flip side, there
was obviously some pressure to ensure that
both my role as Vice President and that of the
President were fulfilled satisfactorily, if not
beyond expectation.

The duty statement focussed my responsibili-
ties on administrative and staffing matters.
The key priority I felt this term was to
improve upon the office infrastructure and
intercommunication, areas which would bene-
fit the overall organization of the Association
including the effectiveness and efficiency of
the Council and Committees.  Improving and
expanding the quality and range of our servic-
es within the office is also an ongoing con-
cern, and we have made several changes and
additions in the office towards this.

My close work with staff as well as Council
has given me a rather unique perspective on
the functioning of SUPRA and the interaction
of the two ‘arms’ of the Association, and I
have been keen to work towards a better inte-
gration of the two. I have taken on reviews of
some areas, particularly Publications and
Outreach, and suggested processes that would
better help the interaction of staff and council-

lors, and improve the way in which members
benefit from our services. I also believe having
a Council member dedicated mainly to staff
concerns has improved the relationship
between staff and Council, and that in general
the environment of the office has improved
dramatically.

Staffing and Administration
During my term there were some significant
changes made within the staff. The
Publications Officer position was filled after a
lengthy vacancy and a restructure of the posi-
tion from full-time to part-time. Overall,
SUPRA has benefited enormously from the
enthusiasm, energy and experience of
Anthony. The continuity of a staff member
involved in Publications will hopefully ensure
a stronger image for SUPRA in the long-term.

Our biggest change has been the creation of a
new Student Advisor position. A part-time
Advisor will provide much-needed support to
our service, meeting the ever-increasing
demand for this service. Postgraduate student
numbers increased by 50% between 1996 and
2002 , and until now this increase has not
been met by a complementary increase to our
Student Advice capabilities, in terms of staff
numbers and resources.

Our receptionist resigned early this year leav-
ing a crucial vacancy in the office. Fortunately
we have benefited from a fantastic temp,
Michelle, while we reconsider the role and
duties of the Receptionist position and look to
hiring a new full-time person. Over this last
term, the role of receptionist has changed in
many ways. Due to a greater and increasing
awareness and use of our services, there has
been a vast increase in the number of drop-in
enquiries and members in the office using the
facilities; our computer service has expanded
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with the addition of a number of workstations
in the meeting room. All this has meant a lot
more staff-member interaction and an
increased workload all round.

Staff interaction has increased dramatically in
the last term, to positive effect. I initiated fort-
nightly Staff-President meetings, where staff
(and myself) get an opportunity to exchange
thoughts and ideas and to update each other
on work issues and concerns. This has proved
to be not only a valuable forum from a for-
mal, administrative point of view, but also a
beneficial social event that has facilitated pos-
itive interaction between staff and myself and
the President.

Within Council, I established a set of generic
e-mail addresses for porfolio officer’s, in
order to ensure smoother continuity of e-data
in transition periods, and to preserve the per-
sonal e-mails of our hardworking Portfolio
Officers. 

Services
We have added to the number of computers
available for members’ use, so much so that
we are running out of space to put them. Use
of these computers has increased, alongside
an increase in printing and photocopying. A
new colour photocopier (which also prints,
scans and faxes) has allowed us to extend our
range of services to members.

We have made efforts to improve the office
and the courtyard space. New pot plants have
been bought, and a new bbq, and there are
several projects being initiated at the moment:
repainting the walls of the interior space,
refurbishing the meeting room with proper
computer cubicles and new couches for mem-
bers’ use, as well as a clean-up of the court-
yard area to improve the venue for events. 

My term has seen a special focus on exter-
nal/satellite campuses emerge, and we have
attempted to engage with the special concerns
and needs of the students located at these
campuses. The programme was kicked off by
a two-day visit to Orange campus, a lunch
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time visit to Westmead, and we have plans to
visit the other satellite campuses in turn.

In general, our Outreach programs have
become more and more popular, and in par-
ticular Group Funding requests have
increased dramatically in the last 10  months.
I worked with the Outreach Officer to review
the Group Funding process, and we made
several changes to improve the process and
the financial accountability of the service. We
have distributed over $18,000 in Group
Funding to members for postgraduate events
since July 2002.  I have had the time to review
other areas as well — the annual stipend
review resulted in many useful suggestions
for improvement that I have made efforts to
respond to. 

Our only significant bugbear has been the
SUPRA website. We have sought feedback
from our members via an online poll, and
although on the whole the response has been
positive, we need to focus on updating the
site and providing a more interactive and up-
to-the-minute service. We have investigated a
number of possibilities and hope to have a
course of action initiated by the end of this
term.

Lastly, but most importantly, I would like to
thank the staff and councillors I have worked
with over the last year for their dedication,
kindness, tolerance, and friendship. It all
made a difficult job a little easier. The work-
place has been like a second home to me (and
not only in terms of the number of hours I
spend there) and it has been an enormous
pleasure to develop such great relationships
with all the staff members. Thanks to Roberto
Martinez and Matt Hall for being exemplary
and  supportive co-Presidents, and also
thanks to Kristin Barlow, last term’s President,
for being there in times of crisis. 



T R E A S U R E R

Aman Wang

Annual Report of the 2002-2003 SUPRA

It is a great honour and
serious responsibility
for me to serve as

Treasurer of the Sydney
University Postgraduate Representative
Association (SUPRA) during 2002 to 2003.
Through this report, I am hoping to sum-
marise and evaluate SUPRA's performance
from a financial perspective. 

The 2002 fiscal year ended up with $80,593 in
surplus, which symbolises the healthy finan-
cial operation of SUPRA. (Please refer to the
Financial Statement 2002 for details.) This is
largely attributed to the continuous but 
proportionately dramatic growth of the 
postgraduate population, resulting in $618,468
of the SUPRA compulsory subscription fee.
The unexpected increase by far exceeded the
according line item of the budget, which was
made in a relatively conservative fashion. 

To make sure all the SUPRA funds are
expended in the best interests and well-being
of the postgraduate students, we had timely 
adjusted the original budget to make available
additional fund for new expenditure
activities, such as to purchase more computers
for students’ use, upgrade staff computers to
increase student service effectiveness, 
renovate the backyard for a better student
activity venue and create a tentative 
expenditure line item for the new committee
— SAAC. Nevertheless, we saw a decent
amount of surplus because of the unevenly
spread income through out the year and the
necessity to balance expenditure between the
two semesters. 

Like the previous year, the continuous surplus
was accumulated to the reserve, ending up
with some $480,000 so far. Based on SUPRA's
nature as an not-for-profit organisation and
the operational guideline to expend to the
greatest extent to the student's interest, I
would kindly recommend to the succeeding
Treasurer to check the increasing trend by less
conservative budget-planning. 

Besides, processing refund applications for
SUPRA subscription fee in collaboration with
the Student Advisors is another major aspect
of the Treasurer's responsibilities. Major
change was the shift of responsibility from
SUPRA to the Revenue Office regarding appli-
cations from students who finish their study
by the end of the first semester. We have also
set precedent cases for hardship applications,
remote applications and applications from
University staff members. All these efforts
proved to facilitate future application with
enhanced effectiveness. 

To conclude, SUPRA financially performed
very well in 2002 and the funds were expend-
ed on the student interest to a satisfactory
degree. I would like to take this opportunity
to express my sincere gratitude to all the staff
members at SUPRA and my fellow councillors
for their cooperation. In particular, I extend
my thanks to Mr. John Fell, the bookkeeper,
Ms. Ann Turner and Mr. Adrian Cardinali, the
Student Advisors for their seasoned guidance
and to all the postgraduate students of
University of Sydney for their trust. 

Aman Wang.
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It has once again been a great year for
SUPRA's print and electronic publications.
The publications play a vital role in informing

postgraduate students about the activities of the
Association, while aiming to best publicise the
interests and opinions of SUPRA's constituency.
Over the past year there have been many won-
derful contributions from SUPRA Councillors,
staff, and above all, postgraduate students,
whose vibrancy and enthusiasm make the publi-
cations what they are today.

Some important changes have taken place in the
Publications Office. A permanent, part-time posi-
tion has been set up, that of ‘Publications
Officer’, taking over from the previous arrange-
ment of a casual Publications Co-ordinator. The
new position was filled by Anthony van den
Broek, who has done a tremendous job designing
high quality print publications. A permanent
position has meant much greater consistency in
the production and design of the publications.
Upgraded equipment in the Publications Office
has also significantly improved operations. The
Publications Office is in the process of archiving
SUPRA's entire collection of print publications. 

The DSP investigated transforming a storage
room in the SUPRA Office into a darkroom, for
the general use of postgraduate students and
SUPRA. A Darkroom Feasibility Report was pre-
sented to Council. Although there appeared to be
substantial interest in the idea from postgraduate
students and Council, high setting-up costs led to
the project being abandoned. 

SUPRA's quarterly magazine, eXpress, continues
to be one of SUPRA's most important organs, as
it reaches all postgraduate members. The annual
Article Competition in eXpress has attracted a
high standard of literary contributions from post-
graduate students. Throughout the year the mag-
azine has also featured a range of interesting arti-
cles from a series of insights into postgraduate
activity on the University's satellite campuses, to
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messages from the leaders
of the State's major and
minor political parties in
the lead-up to the 2003 NSW State Elections. 

The 2003 Postgraduate Survival Manual , which
offers postgraduate students essential informa-
tion on getting through a postgraduate degree,
has once again experienced a revolution in form,
now coming in a practical A5 size. A new edition
of the Thesis Guide is currently being produced. 

SUPRA's website, SUPRAnet, has gained new
features, including opinion polls, digital photog-
raphy, and even video clips. The previous
Receptionist Tim McQueen, did a terrific job
updating and maintaining SUPRAnet. Tim also
produced an informative and creative video on
the operations of SUPRA. 

The Publications, Activities and Services
Committee (PASC) initiated a campaign to
encourage greater subscription to its major fort-
nightly e-bulletin, egrad, as electronic communi-
cation is becoming the way of the future.
Subscription to egrad is currently at unprecedent-
ed levels and it may be realistic to aim for reach-
ing the majority of postgraduate students
through this medium. The Outreach Officer,
Emma Hunt, has done a great job co-ordinating
e-grad, as well as SUPRA's list-servers, including
supra-postgrad.

Lastly, I would like to thank PASC and the
Editorial Working Group for their invaluable
ideas and commitment to producing high quality
publications, SUPRA staff for their great efforts,
and the many generous contributors to the publi-
cations. I look forward to seeing the publications
continue to evolve and thrive under the incom-
ing Council. 

D I R E C TOR STUDENT 

P U B L I C AT I O N S
Dora Anthony



Wo m e n ’ s  o f f i c e r

Alexis Harley

Annual Report of the 2002-2003 SUPRA

In April 2003, the
Women’s Officer’s
flash new email

address
(womensupra@yahoo.com.au) received a
postgraduate student’s query: why wasn’t
he, as a fee-paying member of SUPRA and
as someone who supports the stated goals
of the Postgraduate Womenís Network,
encouraged to attend PWN events?

The answer to his query expressed: a desire
for a world in which women and men can
inhabit the same places, with no-one feeling
intimidated, marginalised, disempowered,
inferior, irrelevant or silenced; a world
where the whole idea of a "women's only
group" sounds ludicrous, where a feminist
struggle is redundant, where we are looked
at as people, before we are looked at as male
or female. It also included the observation
that this world doesn't exist yet. 

It is a fact that women are overwhelmingly
more likely than men to be the recipients of
sexual violence and intimidation. It is a fact
that in almost all employment sectors,
women are paid less, on average, than men.
It's also a fact that Australia has not had a
single female prime minister in over a hun-
dred years of nationhood, that New South
Wales has never had a female premier, that,
in the 150 odd years of this University's
existence, it has had only one female chan-
cellor, that there is still a need for feminist
struggle, and sexual equality is still some-
thing we should be fighting for. It included
an acknowledgement that men have to be
part of achieving sexual equality, that they
have to unlearn their sexism (in much the
same way that women do), and that many

men have better feminist politics than many
women. But lastly, my answer claimed that
while the women's liberation movement
should involve all those willing to fight for
women's rights, it will only be effective if it
is LED by women. Our society teaches
women to follow, rather than to lead, and
this is why women-only groups are useful
to increase women's confidence to lead and
direct the women's liberation movement.
There are women who are not able to speak,
or eat, or even not suck in their stomachs,
the same way when they are in the presence
of men. There are a lot of men who have
learnt to automatically fall into leadership
roles, and a lot of women who've learnt to
let them. I think this is sufficient justification
for women-only groups. At the moment.
Until the situation changes. Until their is no
risk of men's unlimited involvement in the
women's liberation movement making that
movement liable to mirror patriarchal cul-
ture.

That was the extent of my answer. But it
goes on, in urging women, and the women
who belong to SUPRA, and the women who
take an active role in the women’s move-
ment, not to be complacent about the femi-
nist doctrines we’ve inherited, about
women’s-only groups and spaces. These
groups will always be interrogated, and
they should always be interrogated, and
their members should always have an
answer to the interrogation. Women’s-only
groups are important, and no less important
now than when the PWN was formed, but
their aim is to make themselves redundant,
to shape society so that women and men
have equal opportunity and equal air time.
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This year, the Postgraduate Women’s
Network has swollen to a 90-member strong
e-list. Recruitment was immensely assisted
by having a PWN membership joining list
at the O-Week SUPRA stall, but it’s also
helped to have regular social meetings, of a
bring-your-friends, non-threatening nature.
We celebrated Women in Education week
2002 with a Union catered morning tea,
held a lunch for postgraduate parents in late
2002, and since then the Postgraduate
Women’s Network Film Night fiesta has
been a raging success, with screenings, so
far, of Fire and Heavenly Creatures. My atten-
dance at Union Women’s Committee meet-
ings has also helped incorporate a postgrad-
friendly twist into Womenís Committee
activities, has also helped the PWN garner
Union advertising and catering for its
events. The PWN has been a good way of
communicating Union women’s services
(like Women’s Week, a women’s self
defence course competition, the women’s
creative writing anthology, Tangent) to post-
graduate women, who may not access
Union-based publicity on a regular basis.
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The PWN has been involved in the 2002
Reclaim the Night rally, the 2003
International Women’s Day march, and a
2003 Women Against War rally outside State
Parliament House. We also advertised via
eXpress and email networks for the
International Women’s Development
Agency’s International Women’s Day
fundraising breakfast, which we were gen-
erously given two tickets to attend.

Regular Women’s Officer reports in eXpress
have been a useful avenue for publicising
some of the concerns facing postgraduate
women both at university and in relation to
the wider community. The most recent
report described gender inequity in the
workplace, and this was followed up by a
Postgraduate Women’s Careers Colloquium
on the 15th May, during the Union’s
Women’s Week.



I n t e r n at i o n a l  

s t u d e n t s ’  o f f i c e r

Rohit Dhawan

Annual Report of the 2002-2003 SUPRA

This report is divided
into two sections.
The first is Activities

and Publications, which summarises all
events and publications that I have been
involved with during last year and the second
is Policy which deals with all policy related
stuff. 

Activities & Publications
At SUPRA we organised the popular
International students BBQ which is an annu-
al event taking place at the beginning of the
academic year. I also organised two seminars
on immigration and student visa issues, one
recently with the IS BBQ and the previous one
earlier last year. The seminars were aimed at
helping international students get updated
with latest visa and immigration policies and
procedures and also to enable them to seek
advice related to their own specific cases. Both
the seminars were well-attended and were fol -
lowed by snacks at the SUPRA courtyard.
Late last year, I initiated a group for soccer
enthusiasts to get together and play soccer. It
was great fun at the soccer meetings and we
finally had a team that took time off from the
daily grind to kick a ball. 

I have been contributing to almost every issue
of our magazine, eXpress. I have mostly writ-
ten on policy related stuff which I feel is most
important as far as international students are
concerned. At the beginning of my tenure last
year, we brought out a media release on inter-
national students highlighting the kind of
problems they were facing in the country and
major issues that needed to be addressed. The
main issues mentioned in the media release
were the travel concessions and rising
International students fee as full-fee paying
students. 

I also attended an International Students'
Conference in July organized by the NLC
which was immensely beneficial for me in
giving me exposure and making new contact
with other International students representa-
tives from other campuses. The conference
included various workshops on campus relat-
ed problems affecting International students.
We also got the opportunity to have talks with
and question speakers from DIMIA, private
health insurance companies and other institu-
tions relevant to the well-being of internation-
al students. 

This was followed by the National Education
conference which focused primarily on
national level policies in the higher education
sector and their effect on International stu-
dents. I was elected as NLC-NSW General
Secretary for the term but I resigned later due
to paucity of time though I have been very
much involved with the activities of NLC-
NSW. I also organised the annual meeting of
NLC-NSW at SUPRA where we had tele-con-
ferencing with inaccessible NSW campuses,
annual elections and discussions on key
issues. In December last year, I attended the
CAPA ACM which afforded me another good
opportunity to liaise with other campus inter-
national student reps and draft new policies
and motions on new and outstanding
International student issues. I started a new
International student's group/mailing list on
Yahoo! This helps in keeping all abreast with
what's going on. I attended the CAPA-Eastern
Region meeting on the 12th of April at Uni of
Wollongong which had a special International
Students Forum. Highlights of the meeting
were the discussion of the CAPA budget, the
need for better networking between ER con-
stituents and an insight into varied structures
in which different PGSAs are organised,
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among a few other issues. The international
students' forum was primarily dominated by
the new two year Immigration issue. 

Policy
On the policy front, it has been a fight with
devious government policies pertaining to
international students in Australia. Rising
international student fees, living expenses
and dearth of part-time jobs have had a pres-
surizing affect on the life of International stu-
dents. The biggest issue on hand has been the
Travel Concessions issue. SUPRA along with
CAPA have registered a complaint with the
Anti-Discrimination Board of NSW against
the Transport Ministry of NSW and the mat-
ter is still pending. Regarding the current sta-
tus of the issue, all I can say is that our com-
plaint has been registered and communication
has begun. NLC has also made lobbying
efforts re: travel concessions with political
parties and relevant bodies and there will be
continuous lobbying till the day when inter-
national students are entitled travel conces-
sions in NSW and VIC. At the NLC confer-
ence last year, we formulated two motions
that were passed and were relevant to inter-
national postgrads. One of them was related
to work restrictions for spouses of interna-
tional students and the other was concerned
with student visa regulations and work per-
mits. Earlier last year the Minister of
Immigration announced some proposed
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changes to immigration rules for onshore
graduate skilled students under the non-
humanitarian program. One of the proposed
changes was that overseas students will be
required to have completed at least two years
study while physically in Australia before
they qualify for bonus points or the work
experience exemption if they wanted to immi-
grate. We at SUPRA made lobbying efforts by
sending letters to the Minister for
Immigration, DIMIA and political parties say-
ing that if the proposed change was imple-
mented, it would indeed have a detrimental
affect on existing and new international stu-
dents. Unfortunately this new rule was imple-
mented last month and it has created sudden
unrest among international students who
were planning to apply for skilled migration.
Lobbying efforts are underway from CAPA
and NLC though we are still waiting on out-
comes as the rule has not been yet passed as a
bill in the parliament. 

Apart from other things, I have made contin-
uous lobbying efforts with the Department of
IT last year to provide better facilities and
infrastructure to students and it did result in a
new IT postgrad lab. I have had regular stu-
dent queries and inquiries regarding miscella-
neous issues which I have dealt with as and
when the need had been. 

Rohit Dhawan.



Q u e e r  o f f i c e r

Rachel Deacon

Annual Report of the 2002-2003 SUPRA

It has been nearly a
year now since I was
elected as SUPRA's

first Queer Officer, and I
took up my first student representative posi-
tion. It has been an occasionally stressful and
challenging position, but nearly always fun. 

I started the year off with writing a duty state-
ment and doing much thinking about 'what to
do' and talking to people around me, airing
my ignorance and getting ideas thrown at me.
The responses I got were overwhelmingly for
'more social stuff please!'. Being hooked on
very regular socialisation myself has helped
me in filling people's hunger for this! 

Highlights: 
My first major task was organising a Sydney
University postgrad contingent to Queer
Collaborations, the annual national queer stu-
dent conference held in Canberra jointly at
ANU and UC which five of us attended. I
learnt a lot about queer student organisation
and activism nationally, as well as meeting
some great people who I still keep in contact
with. 

I also organised a Usyd postgrad contingent
for the Mardi Gras parade — six of us joined
in the cross-campus student float 'Queer
Academy'. SUPRA assisted the float produc-
tion costs with funding. 

The Queer Postgrad Network (QPN) has
expanded amazingly with around 17 people
on the email list this time last year, to over 70
now. This year we are getting a regular atten-
dance of 12-15 people at social events, some-
times more. People are really welcoming the
chance to meet others in a similar situation to
themselves. An example of connections made
is two people who didn't know each other

before meeting through the network, but are
now flatmates. One person commented a
while ago on what a diverse bunch we are,
and how that makes us all interesting to each
other.

Some of the social events we've had over the
last year are: a beach afternoon at Manly, din-
ners in Newtown, Friday after-work drinks, 
video night, games night, BBQ at SUPRA, and
a night at the movies. 

I met the postgrad representative at Sydney
Uni's Orange campus, Leigh Pilkington, late
last year when he visited the main campus,
and we met again on SUPRA's trip to the
Orange Campus in February. We've had a few
opportunities to discuss the lack of support
for queer students there and at other satellite
campuses of Sydney University, but at least
the information about a postgrad Queer
Officer and the QPN’s existence is out there.
This is an issue I'd like to see addressed by the
Queer Officer in the future. 

I attended the CAPA AGM in Melbourne in
December, and similarly to QC, I learnt a lot
about national organising (here of postgradu-
ate students) and activism by watching and
listening. I especially enjoyed the first two
days which were the Women's forum and
Equity forum respectively.

I have also liaised over the last year with the
undergraduate queer groups on campus, SRC
queer officers and members of the Union
Board, by attending meetings of the Queer
Action Collective, and generally getting to
know people and letting them know about the
Queer Postgraduate Network and the Queer
Officer position in SUPRA. This has resulted
in positive overlap between the two ‘camps’
with some undergraduate students participat-
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ing in qpn events, and vice versa. 

Organisation and funding for events like the
cross-campus student float for Mardi Gras
was also made easier as each group knew
what the other was doing. 

At this point in time (May 2003) I am back
helping to organise postgrads to attend this
year’s Queer Collaborations. This year, armed
with my experience from last year, I hope to
participate more in the conference by running
a workshop or giving a plenary on queer
postgraduate issues. 
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Late in 2002, SUPRA’s Indigenous Students’
Officer, Kim Mundine, resigned from her
portfolio position to take up a research posi-
tion near the Great Barrier Reef. Since that
time, the position of Indigenous Students’
Officer has been vacant. Nevertheless, a num-
ber of the issues that Kim presented still
remain on SUPRA’s agenda. 

Perhaps the most important issue is that of
traditional ownership of University land. Kim
strongly advocated for the implementation of
public signage on University land acknowl-
edging the Cadigal people, the traditional
indigenous owners of the main campus land.
(For more information on this, please refer to
an insightful article published in eXpress 6.4.) 

Kim also brought to the University’s attention
the need to ensure correct communication
protocols regarding research on traditional
owners’ land and a need for paid cultural
supervisor’s for the University’s indigenous
students. 

It is SUPRA’s hope that this position will be
filled in the next Council term and that these
issues remain on the agenda of both SUPRA
Council and the University.

Anthony van den Broek. 

I n d i g e n o u s  

s t u d e n t s ’  o f f i c e r

Vacant



policy a dv i s o ry committ e e

Convenors: Kristin Barlow & Matt Hall

Annual Report of the 2002-2003 SUPRA

The Policy Advisory Committee (PAC) has
been particularly active over the last 12
months. Kristin took over from Matt Hall as

convenor in March and PAC has continued to be
active on the policy issues which affect postgradu-
ate students. Over the last 12 months, these have
included continuing SUPRA’s International
Student Travel Concession Campaign, lobbying
the University on PhDs and published material,
and arguing for enlargements to the PRSS, fight-
ing against Top-up HECS proposals by the
University Senate, and also making extensive sub-
missions to the Federal Government’s Nelson
Review, and submitting comments on the issue of
Voluntary Student Unionism. 

PAC would like to take this opportunity to thank
the hard work of its committee members, and
acknowledge the continued dedication of the
SUPRA Policy Advisor, Gina Browne. 

At the end of July 2002, SUPRA was pleased to
note some success on this issue of PhDs contain-
ing published material. Through consistent lobby-
ing, the Academic Board substantially altered its
draft guidelines, adopting a number of SUPRA’s
recommended changes. The altered guidelines on
PhD’s containing published material addressed
SUPRA concerns that the overall consistency and
intellectual rigour of the PhD be maintained,
while at the same time encouraging postgraduate
research students to publish papers. 

Another important issue affecting research stu-
dents was the Postgraduate Research Support
Scheme, which PAC discovered contained serious
glitches in the guidelines. As a result of this, the
PVC Research was contacted, and the matter
taken up with the University. We are pleased that
changes to the guidelines have subsequently been
made. 

PAC was also active in lobbying the University
Senate on a number of issues, which included pre-
senting SUPRA’s opinions regarding student
demographics at a Senate Colloquium. SUPRA

also worked hard to counter the incorporation of
top-up HECS ideas in the university submissions
to the Federal Government. 

The importance of the Top-up HECS issue was
illustrated by the presence of such ideas in the
Federal Government’s ‘Nelson Review’ of Higher
Education. PAC wrote large submissions to this
review, arguing against some of the deregulation
ideas put forward by the government, and articu-
lating postgraduate friendly alternatives to such
inequitable proposals. While the final report from
Minister Nelson is not yet available, PAC will be
remain alert (and alarmed!) for the governments
higher education agenda. 

An important focus for PAC has been the contin-
ued International Students Travel Concession
Campaign, which is aimed at addressing
inequities between international fee-paying stu-
dents and local postgraduates. The campaign has
been conducted with the support of CAPA and
other student bodies, but for more detailed infor-
mation see the report of the International Students
Officer.

Voluntary Student Unionism is another issue
which has raised its ugly head, this time in the
form of a complaint by a James Cook University
student to the Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission (ACCC) regarding the
right of universities to collect compulsory fees on
behalf of student organisations. SUPRA compiled
a submission on the issue, and fortunately, the
ACCC has recently found in favour of JCU and its
students unions. 

Some of the issues PAC is currently addressing
include a current university review of
`Internationalisation’, and the writing and compil-
ing of a discussion paper on the issue of Quality
in postgraduate coursework. PAC looks forward
to the coming year, and continuing to address the
policy implications of postgraduate education.

Kristin Barlow & Matt Hall
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Computers 
Six computers in the offices have been written
down and replaced. These new units and oth-
ers in the offices are now covered by a new
maintenance contract with the University’s IT
Service. It is hoped that this will avoid long
delays and high charges previously experi-
enced when computers have failed. Due to
the cost per unit, it was agreed that this serv-
ice should not be extended to the computers
in the meeting room. The written off comput-
ers have been placed in the meeting room for
general use. 

Office Facilities
Besides the new computers, SUPRA has
leased a colour photocopier that is linked to
the computers, for colour printing, and to the
fax machine. To assist in pamphlet production
the Committee approved the purchase of a
paper folding machine. 

Staff
On the whole staff work reports have been
complete and available for the monthly meet-
ings. The level of detail now included in work
reports is excellent and both Student Advisors
have been particularly helpful in clarifying
the type of new enquiries that they are deal-
ing with on a monthly basis. 

A temporary receptionist has been appointed
after the sudden departure of Tim McQueen
and the interview process for a new, perma-
nent receptionist will commence shortly.

AFC is also finalising the appointment of a
part-time student advisor after a joint request
from the existing advisors. There has been a
steady increase in the number of students vis-
iting both Ann Turner and Adrian Cardinali
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and as there is no indication that this will
decrease. In light of Ann’s request to reduce
her hours to 30 hours a week, it was agreed
that another advisor would benefit visiting
students and reduce pressure on both Ann
and Adrian. 

There have been several applications for
training by staff. With the exception of two
courses deemed irrelevant to the position of
receptionist, all have been approved by the
Committee. Adrian and Emma have both
applied for study leave, as is included in their
contracts, and these requests were also
endorsed by the Committee. 

Furniture 
There has been a gradual replacement strate-
gy underway with the intention of improving
the facilities for staff, councillors and post-
graduate students. New purchases include
new filing cabinets for the Student Advisors,
new sofa covers and conference table in the
meeting room and office furniture for the
Outreach Officer. There are plans to replace
the various computer benches in the meeting
room with one long bench with dividers and
the gradual replacement of furniture in the
reception area and meeting room. 

The Garden
Work has started on ‘renovations’ to the gar-
den area. Whilst this has so far been limited,
the purchase of new plants and general clean-
ing up of the garden is a great improvement
and in the main is the result of Lilla Smee’s
hard work. 

Kat Martindale

admin & Finance committ e e

Convenor: Kat Martindale



p u b l i c at i o n s , ac t i v i t e s  &

s e rv i c e s  c o m m i t t e e

Convenor: Kaleel Rahman

Annual Report of the 2002-2003 SUPRA

As the Publications, Activities and
Services include a broad range of
items, I would like to bring it to your

attention that most of what the Director of
Student Publications, Women’s Officer,
International Students Officer and the Queer
Officer had to say in their Annual Report is
part of what PASC went through and thus, I
would like to highlight some of the most
important PASC specific activities that we
undertook as a whole. 

One of the important activities that PASC
launched this year was the deliberate and tan-
gible effort to enhance inter-campus connec-
tivity. Being smaller in proportion and feeling
left neglected in some way, our postgraduates
at satellite campuses such as Camden and
Orange are far removed from our parties,
BBQs, and major activities that are usually
held on the giant Sydney campus. Although
our services such as ‘student advice’ are avail-
able through our 1800 toll-free number, there
is nothing like seeing the real faces of people
they deal with digitally. In February 2003, a
cross section of the SUPRA staff and the coun-
cil visited Sydney University’s Orange
Campus over a two day period, and delegates
in the Orange campus were delighted by the
decision to visit them. Interestingly, the award
for the Teacher of the Year 2002 also went to
Orange Campus’ Associate Professor Geoff
Gurr.  He was presented with the SUPRA
Teacher of the Year 2002 Certificate and prizes
at the End of Year function held at the Orange
campus in December 2002. 

As part of the inter-campus connectivity
momentum, recently a few of our councillors
and staff visited the Westmead campus.
Another Social Evening flavoured by a BBQ

and drinks was also organised at the Camden
campus recognising their difficulty in attend-
ing our main campus functions. We hope that
this inter-campus momentum be continued
and also extended to some of our overseas
locations in some way by the future councils. 

Another highlight of what we did this year is
the publication of a SUPRA Year Planner that
was inserted in eXpress and posted to our
postgraduates. Despite being a relatively
minor task, the importance of the year plan-
ner could be realised when we see particular-
ly research postgraduates using the year plan-
ner on the walls of cubicles, carrals and
research centres around the University and I
am sure many of you would be using it at
home. 

While the foundation was laid by the previous
Council, we are proud to boost that we estab-
lished the portfolio of a Queer Officer in
SUPRA during our SUPRA year and this
means that we are becoming more aware of
the diversity of a university population; equal
opportunity is recognized and minority
groups are catered for. Unfortunately, since
the departure of Kim Mundine, our indige-
nous officer portfolio was not active since we
did not have a councilor who is of Aboriginal
origin. I hope the future council actively
engages in seeking an appropriate person to
activate this crucial position. 

We also developed a more structured proce-
dure and guidelines for Group Funding appli-
cations and the new system is working much
better; we are able to keep a closer eye on
what is happening. We supported a number
of applications for group funding from vari-
ous departments, both small and large events,
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from BBQs and coffee gatherings, to inter-
campus activities and research colloquiums. 

Some of the other activities worth mentioning
are: The O-week where we set up our own
stall and gave a wine and cheese welcome to
our fresh postgraduates. Currently SUPRA
staff and the Editorial Working Group (EWG)
are actively involved in the process of prepar-
ing a newly updated thesis guide which is to
be published soon. The Postgraduate Survival
Manual was set up as a handy booklet as
opposed last year’s combination of Survival
Manual with eXpress magazine. We held a
number of parties and BBQs throughout the
year. A free immigration seminar was also
held. 

Despite recognising the need, one most
important task that we could not achieve dur-
ing the last few years is the restructuring of
our website SUPRAnet. Given the unlimited
possibilities offered by the latest internet tech-
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nology at relatively low costs, SUPRA must
keep up with the trend and utilise the latest
technology in favor of enhancing communica-
tions amongst postgraduates. I hope the
future PASC will give some serious considera-
tion to restructure the SUPRAnet.

I cannot complete this report without
acknowledging some crucial figures who
were part and parcel of running the PASC
side of SUPRA. In addition to the Secretary,
Office Bearers and the Publications Officer, I
would like to thank our Outreach Officer
Emma Hunt for her active engagement in
running almost all of the functions and activi-
ties and our Administrative Vice-President
Lilla Smee’s support in representing my role
in many occasions and of course the rest of
the SUPRA staff and council, and most of all,
‘you guys’ for continuing to put up with
whatever we offer.

Kaleel Rahman. 



s o c i a l  awa r e n e s s  & ac t i o n

c o m m i t t e e

Convenors: Alexis Harley & Dora Anthony

Annual Report of the 2002-2003 SUPRA

The Social Awareness and Action
Committee was inaugurated on a trial
basis in July 2002 in order to represent

and articulate postgraduate students’ con-
cerns about social issues. It sought to unify
the portfolios of SUPRA’s equity officers - the
Women’s, Queer, Indigenous, and
International Students officers — and sought
to address a broad range of postgraduate
equity concerns. 

Since then, SAAC has been active around var-
ious social issues, including the  mandatory
detention of asylum seekers, the war on Iraq,
the privatisation of  prisons, and working con-
ditions for migrant outworkers. Through a
series of  well attended film nights, letters to
politicians, lecture seminars and  discussion
groups, SAAC has effectively helped to raise
awareness and generate  further activity
around these issues of interest to postgraduate
students at The University of Sydney.

SAAC has interacted with other governance
bodies within the University and with social
action groups in the wider community. The
University Senate officially thanked SAAC

and SUPRA for SAAC’s assistance in publicis-
ing the Frank Brennan Refugee Forum. SAAC
has also assisted the broader global anti-war
movement, through publicising among 
postgraduate students and taking part in the
massive  anti-war demonstrations held in
Sydney over the last six months.

SAAC initiated the "Postgrads for Peace" 
campaign, which involved the distribution of
purple peace ribbons to postgraduate students
and also to Fellows of Senate. SAAC also 
produced a run of badges and stickers advo-
cating peace. These have not only publicised
social issues, but also gave a voice to post-
graduate feeling and concern on these issues.

SAAC looks forward to being active on a
number of issues raised by postgraduate 
students in the future and to continue to help
articulate the concerns and raise awareness on
the issues which affect all of us.
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